
Service Overview
Non-Clinical Optimization 

Through an efficiently executed 60-90 day enterprise-wide FANCO GAP Assessment process and drawing on the expertise of an 
extensive supplier base, GlideNet offers hospital clients cost reduction program strategies, long-range planning methods, and the 
implementation management of initiatives that drive cost optimization or the “GlidePath”. 

Healthcare Optimization Services is a performance base fee model that begins with the Value Assessment of either 
specific Triage Track or full Facilities and Non-Clinical Operations (FANCO) Gap Assessment.  

As the client, you make decisions on pace and priority. The Program Management Team will facilitate the discreet 
projects business case development, justification, implementation and savings verification. Additionally, we will develop 
the infrastructure and capabilities to manage the changes into the future.

Thru a collaborative exercise with the clients 
management team, departmental groups, 
existing suppliers and a host of subject matter 
experts, GlideNet will facilitate the executive 
ownership development of a cost reduction 
initiative GlidePath that defines and forecasts 
the following:

• Cost Savings and efficiency improvements
• Resource and funding requirements
• Cultural and structural challenges to realization of savings
• Timing of strategy development and cost improvement
• Strategies and Action Plans required to achieve objectives
• KPI’s and dashboards to track performance
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Healthcare Cost Optimization Services 
consist of distinct components, each of 
which addresses all of the Non-Clinical 
aspects of the business.

The VALUE ANALYSIS defines the current cost and 
service level requirements of the enterprise along 
with the savings potential based on the constraints of 
organizational resources.  
By designing action plans that reduce non-clinical 

operating costs, organizations can the pace of improvement and 
define the “GlidePath”. We offer Triage & Analysis Assessments to 
define the order of magnitude. 

Non-Clinical 
Optimization Services
A FOCUS ON NON-CLINICAL OPERATIONS

Improving Total Operation 
Expense  3%-5%

Existing service level 
requirements and the 
management efficiency 
delivering the function

THIS PROCESS WILL PROVIDE 
AN ACCURATE PICTURE OF 
THE: 

Current cost, configuration and 
operating profile across the 
portfolio 

HOSPITALITY SERVICES

FACILITIES & CLINICAL ENGINEERING

BUSINESS SUPPORT SERVICES
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Healthcare Cost Optimization Services aids 
our hospital clients in the development of 
enterprise-wide management strategies, 
long-range planning & roadmaps and 
implementation & action plans to drive the 
“GlidePath”. 

GAP that defines the opportunity 
for improvement based on the 
organizations’ readiness and 
constraints

The UTILITY BALANCE & CARBON MAPPING 
process provide a comprehensive inventory and 
audit that includes utility usage, system configuration 
& application, and conversion & distribution 
efficiencies. Water, medgases, telecom and waste 
are included in this investigation to gain clear 
understanding of the carbon footprint.

The PORTFOLIO & PROFILING is a combination 
of desk & on-site audits analyzing an organization’s 
cost profile data by using commonly accepted 
accounting and reporting tools. We ensure that the 
data accurately accounts for all the non-clinical 
categories of Facilities, Clinical Engineering, 

Hospitality and Business Support Services.

DEPARTMENT SERVICE DELIVERY MAPPING is 
a comprehensive work-flow mapping exercise that 
defines the current systems capabilities and processes 
along with the requirements for the targeted service 
functions.

During the LIFE CYCLE ANALYSIS & TOTAL 
COST FORECASTING process creation of models 
and budgets, forecasts are linked to performance 
dashboards, variance reporting, and established 
protocols against organizational resource 
requirements. Action plans are created that optimize 

facility operations and maintenance costs that focus on the total cost 
of ownership

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT Through the 
deployment of a collaborative work environment, 
the OneView platform provides real-time 
monitoring, budget performance and improvement 
initiative progress tracking. This “Technology 
Stack” also provides load management, asset 

management, bill administration, compliance management. This 
ensures best practice & knowledge sharing along with decision 
support for both internal and external teams in the implementation 
of the overall Program.

The BUSINESS CASE DEVELOPMENT is the 
identification and development of  opportunities 
that can increase efficiency and reduce costs drive 
to individual project justifications. This decision gate 
process provides a comprehensive analysis of 
the improvements approaches and how they can 
improve efficiency and help optimize business goals.


